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Abstract: Security of public key cryptography is steadily threatened by advancements
in algorithmics and computing power. In this work we propose a novel approach to
long-term secure key exchange based on security assumptions that are independent of
strong complexity assumptions.

We present a key propagation scheme that sets up a network of distributed keys.
Whenever two parties meet, they exchange new keys (e.g. using near field commu-
nication) and pass on all keys received so far. This establishes a dense key network
growing and spreading with each meeting of protocol participants. Even two parties
that have never met in person can use this network to obtain a common secret. A no-
table security feature of our scheme is the anonymity of the established keys, making
it hard for an adversary to track movements of protocol participants.
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1 Introduction

The desire for encrypted communication, secure against any eavesdropper, is as old as the

concept of mounted messengers. But, in order to establish an encrypted communication

channel, both communication partners must initially share a key that is unknown to the

adversary. Given a trusted party (the key server) in the center of a star network where

every party has a key in common with the key server, key exchange can be done by the

Kerberos or Needham-Schroeder protocol [SNS88, NS78], for instance. However, the key

server is a single point of failure and compromising it destroys any secrecy of session keys.

With the discovery of public-key cryptography, key exchange procedures over an insecure

channel were introduced [Mer78, DH76]. Nonetheless, these approaches build on strong

complexity assumptions and therefore are steadily threatened by advances in algorithmics

and computing power. For example, in 1977 Rivest estimated that factoring a 169-digit

RSA modulus would take about 40 quadrillion years [Gar77]; in 1994 it was done in

eight months, employing a quadratic sieve algorithm and using the idle cycles of com-

puters worldwide [AGLL94]. Additionally, a theoretical threat emanates from quantum

algorithms for integer factoring and computation of discrete logarithms [Sho94].
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